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ABSTRACT
As global warming intensifies, ensuring that its impacts do not
disproportionately burden disadvantaged populations has become a
growing policy concern. Within the United States, mobile home residents
increasingly face climate injustices but are often overlooked in climate
policy discussions. Even after accounting for income and race, mobile
home residents experience substantially higher indoor heat risks than
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single-family home residents. Mobile home residents also comprise a
disproportionately high percentage of indoor heat deaths. The heat
vulnerability of these Americans is even greater for those living in the
numerous sparsely-shaded mobile home parks occupying cities and
towns throughout the country’s Sun Belt region. These residents typically
do not own the land beneath their homes and often lack resources to
combat indoor heat risks or to have a meaningful voice in driving policy
changes capable of addressing their plight. Although mobile homes built
in the United States today must conform to federal building standards
that require better insulation, millions of Americans still reside in older
mobile homes that are poorly suited to protect them from rising
temperatures. This paper highlights the emerging mobile home heat
crisis in the United States and identifies specific short-term and longerterm policy strategies capable of addressing it. Greatly improving mobile
home residents’ access to home weatherization and utility assistance
programs, requiring mobile home park landscaping and designs to better
combat heat island effects, and ultimately phasing out nonconforming
mobile homes will all be necessary to ensure that millions of vulnerable
Americans can seek comfortable refuge as climate change worsens in the
coming decades.
INTRODUCTION
Although extremely hot weather is more predictable than hurricanes,
tornadoes, earthquakes, and most other severe weather events, extreme
heat kills more people annually in the United States than any of those
disasters.1 Why do heat-related deaths continue to occur at such an
alarming rate? Researchers at Arizona State University recently focused
on this question while examining heat deaths in Maricopa County,
Arizona.2 The question itself is not novel—many others have studied the

1

Michael B. Gerrard, Heat Waves: Legal Adaptation to the Most Lethal Climate Disaster
(So Far), 40 U. ARK. LITTLE ROCK L. REV. 515, 517 (2018) (“More people in the United
States now die from heat than from any other weather-related event, and the heat-related
death numbers are probably understated because ‘heat’ usually is not the stated cause on
death certificates.”).
2 See KNOWLEDGE EXCH. FOR RESILIENCE, ARIZ. STATE U NIV., IMPROVING HEAT
RESILIENCE AMONG ECONOMICALLY INSECURE PHOENICIANS THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
EXCHANGE (2020) [hereinafter IMPROVING HEAT RESILIENCE] (on file with authors);
Katsiaryna Varfalameyeva, An Illusion of Affordability: the Economic Costs of Heat
Exposure for Mobile Housing in the Phoenix Metropolitan Area (2020) (unpublished
M.A. thesis, Ariz. State Univ.) (on file with authors).
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deadly impacts of extreme heat on various subgroups of Americans3—
but the researchers uncovered a problem that could grow even more
severe as global temperatures continue rising in the coming years. Upon
geographically mapping heat mortalities and morbidities in Maricopa
County, the researchers repeatedly discovered large clusters of deaths
within mobile home parks.4
Further qualitative research has revealed striking differences between
homes within Maricopa County’s mobile home parks and residences in
other parts of the county that make mobile home residents uniquely
vulnerable to Arizona’s blistering summer heat. Over an 85-day period in
the summer of 2019, researchers measured temperatures inside several
mobile homes and learned that indoor temperatures in many of them
averaged a punishing 95 degrees.5 Some mobile homes lacked air
conditioning or even electric power.6 Other mobile home dwellers had
electricity service but declined to use it to cool their homes because they
could not afford to pay resulting utility bills. 7 In one home, Tanya, a
stroke survivor, endured indoor temperatures as high as 111 degrees.8 In
another home, 97-year-old Albert relied on a leaking swamp cooler and
multiple fans instead of air conditioning.9 Overall, slightly less than 5%
of Maricopa County residents live in mobile homes, yet these residents
comprise more than 29% of the area’s indoor heat deaths.10
The problem of extreme heat vulnerability in mobile homes is not
confined to Arizona and is likely to become more widespread in the
coming decades. At least one study has found that being a mobile home
3

See, e.g., Ashley Ward et al., The Impact of Heat Exposure on Reduced Gestational Age
in Pregnant Women in North Carolina, 2011–2015, 63 INT’L J. BIOMETEOROLOGY 1611
(2019); Margaret M. Kovach et al., Area-Level Risk Factors for Heat-Related Illness in
Rural and Urban Locations Across North Carolina, USA, 60 APPLIED GEOGRAPHY 175
(2015); Yuming Guo et al., Heat Wave and Mortality: a Multicounty, Multicommunity
Study, 125 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PERSPECTIVES 087006-1 (2017), https://doi.org/
10.1289/EHP1026; David M. Hondula et al., Fine-Scale Spatial Variability of HeatRelated Mortality in Philadelphia County, USA, from 1983-2008, 11 ENV’T J. 1 (2012).
4 Varfalameyeva, supra note 2, at 8.
5 IMPROVING HEAT RESILIENCE, supra note 2, at 1.
6 Id. at 23.
7 Varfalameyeva, supra note 2, at 28.
8 Mark Kear, Margaret Wilder, Patricia Solís, David Hondula & Mark Bernstein,
Opinion, Self-Isolating from COVID-19 in a Mobile Home? That Could Be Deadly in
Arizona, AZCENTRAL (May 3, 2020, 6:05 AM), https://www.azcentral.com/story/
opinion/op-ed/2020/05/03/arizona-heat-could-kill-self-isolating-coronavirus-mobilehomes/3043693001/.
9 Id.
10 How the Deadliest Hazard Kills Mobile Home Residents, ASU KNOWLEDGE EXCH. FOR
RESILIENCE (Feb. 18, 2021), https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/84e07969829945cb996
8151a5c1b2b76 [hereinafter Deadliest Hazard].
3
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resident significantly increases one’s risk of visiting an emergency room
due to heat-related illness.11 Mobile homes, which provide housing to
approximately 22 million Americans,12 are a particularly important form
of housing stock in the country’s increasingly hot Sun Belt region
stretching from California to the Carolinas.13 While average annual
temperatures in the contiguous United States continue to rise and are
expected to be 2.5 degrees higher by 2050,14 the Sun Belt’s population
also continues to rise.15 These shifts are likely to make a troubling
situation even worse. Accordingly, there is a growing need for the
federal government and state governments across the Sun Belt region to
reform the legal and policy structures that presently expose so many
Americans to indoor heat risks.
This article examines the legal and regulatory factors that are
perpetuating mobile home heat risks in the United States and identifies
specific policy strategies capable of addressing these challenges. Part I
provides an overview of how climate change is impacting mobile home
residents. Part II outlines various laws associated with heat vulnerability
and mobile homes, highlights deficiencies in these laws, and analyzes
these deficiencies. Part III identifies and describes several potential
short-term and long-term strategies for confronting these problems and
ensuring that future generations of Americans are better protected against
extreme heat within their homes.

Kovach supra note 3, at 181 (noting that in both urban and rural settings, “mobile
homes predicted a large increase in heat-related [emergency room] visits”). To the
authors’ knowledge, granular heat-related data (e.g., distinguishing between indoor and
outdoor heat deaths or distinguishing between indoor deaths by housing type) is not
readily available in U.S. jurisdictions outside Maricopa County.
12 Ann M. Burkhart, Taxing Manufactured Homes, 67 TAX LAW 909, 910 (2014).
13 CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU, MANUFACTURED-HOUSING CONSUMER FINANCE IN THE
UNITED STATES 10-12 (2014), https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201409_cfpb_report_
manufactured-housing.pdf.
14 Gerrard, supra note 1, at 515.
15 U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, MOST OF THE COUNTIES WITH THE LARGEST POPULATION G AINS
SINCE 2010 ARE IN TEXAS (Mar. 26, 2020), https://www.census.gov/newsroom/pressreleases/2020/pop-estimates-county-metro.html; Elliot Davis, 2020 Census Shows
Fastest-Growing States, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT, https://www.usnews.com/news
/best-states/slideshows/these-are-the-10-fastest-growing-states-in-america (“The
population in the South grew 10.2% since 2010, while the West was close behind at
9.2%.”).
11
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I.

RISING TEMPERATURES AND MOBILE HOMES

As global temperatures increase, temperatures inside many American
mobile homes are rising to hazardous levels. In this warming climate,
homes increasingly serve as crucial places of refuge from summer heat.
Sadly, a significant number of American homes offer inadequate relief.
These worsening problems are exposing the reality that, although mobile
homes may initially seem an affordable housing option, they involve
significant hidden and sometimes fatal costs.16
A.

Global Warming

Humankind is living today in the hottest global environment it has
ever experienced.17 The global temperature for the year 2020 was more
than one degree Celsius above the twentieth century average.18 2020
ranked second only to 2016 as the hottest year in recorded history.19 The
acute effects of these changes are most pronounced in regions that
already experience extreme heat. In the United States, areas such as the
Southwest are seeing summer temperatures rise across sun-bleached
deserts and sweltering valleys. For example, Phoenix, Arizona continues
to experience rising temperatures year after year and had a recordbreaking 53 days of temperatures of 110-degrees or greater in the year
2020.20 In September of that year, Los Angeles County experienced its
highest temperature on record at 121 degrees.21
Although the effects of rising temperatures tend to draw the most
attention in historically warm regions, those areas are not the only ones
seeing rising temperatures. Cities such as Burlington, Vermont;
Chattanooga, Tennessee; and Helena, Montana were listed just below
Phoenix in a list of the top ten fastest warming cities in the United

16

Varfalameyeva, supra note 2, at 3.
See More Near-Record Warm Years Are Likely on Horizon, NAT’L CTRS. FOR ENV’T
INFO. (Jan. 29, 2021), https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/news/projected-ranks.
18 See Climate at a Glance, NAT’L CTRS. FOR ENV’T INFO., (Sept. 2021),
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/global/time-series/globe/land_ocean/ytd/11/1880-2020.
19 See id.
20 See Cameron La Fontaine, Phoenix Breaks Record for Most 100-Degree Days in a
Year, 12 NEWS (Oct. 14, 2020), https://www.12news.com/article/weather/phoenix-breaksrecord-for-most-100-degree-days-in-a-year/75-486371bd-ce3f-4fd0-b069-43a8a80262ee.
21 Matthew S. Schwartz, Record Heat Wave Creates ‘Kiln-Like’ Conditions in California,
NPR (Sep. 7, 2020), https://www.npr.org/2020/09/07/910440067/record-heat-wavecreates-kiln-like-conditions-in-california.
17
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States.22 Reports suggest that billions of humans across the planet will
soon find themselves in “near un-livable” conditions as population
growth surges in areas already experiencing high temperatures such as
India and Africa.23 The climate crisis has reached a point at which nearly
all corners of the planet are now experiencing its repercussions.
B.

Hot Weather’s Effects on Humans

One troubling consequence of the warming planet is the growing
incidence of heat-related mortalities and morbidities in the United States.
Extreme heat is the deadliest of all climate-related disasters in the
country and has also proven deadly across the globe.24 In 2020, Maricopa
County saw a record numbers of deaths,25 with a total of 207 confirmed
deaths attributed to heat and another 134 still under investigation.26 Clark
County, Nevada, saw 437 heat-associated deaths from 2007 to 2016.27 In
France, over 15,000 deaths were attributed to extreme heat events that
struck Western Europe in August 2003.28 A heat wave in Pakistan in
2015 took the lives of over 1,000 people.29 Heat is projected to be a
contributing factor to the premature deaths of tens of thousands of
Americans each year before the end of the century.30

22

Debra Utacia Kroll, In Phoenix, Rising Temperatures Day and Night Kill More People
Each Year, AZCENTRAL (Aug. 27, 2020), https://www.azcentral.com/in-depth/news/2020
/08/26/heat-killing-more-people-cities-sizzle-hotter-temperatures/4553439002/.
23 Climate Change: More Than 3bn Could Live in Extreme Heat by 2070, BBC (May 5,
2020), https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-52543589.
24 Alissa Walker, Our Cities Are Getting Hotter—And it’s Killing People, CURBED (June
21, 2019), https://archive.curbed.com/2018/7/6/17539904/heat-wave-extreme-heat-citiesdeadly/.
25
Ian James, Heat Killed a Record Number of People in Arizona Last Year, “a
Staggering Increase,” AZCENTRAL (Jan. 31, 2021), https://www.azcentral.com/story/
news/local/ arizona-environment/2021/01/31/heat-killed-record-number-people-arizonalast-year/4294654001/.
26 MARICOPA CNTY. PUB. HEALTH, HEAT ASSOCIATED DEATHS & HOSPITAL VISITS 2020
WEEKLY REPORT WEEK 44 (10/25-10/31), at 1 (2020), https://www.maricopa.gov/Archive
Center/ViewFile/Item/5131.
27 Christopher Flavelle & Nadja Popovich, Heat Deaths Jump in Southwest United States,
Puzzling Officials, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 26, 2019), https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/26/
climate/heat-deaths-southwest.html.
28 U.S. ENV’T PROT. AGENCY, EXCESSIVE HEAT EVENTS GUIDEBOOK 5 (2006),
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-03/documents/eheguide_final.pdf.
29 Aoun Sahi, Temperatures Cool, but Death Toll Tops 1,000 in Pakistani Heat Wave,
L.A. Times (June 25, 2015), https://www.latimes.com/world/asia/la-fg-death-tollpakistan-heat-wave-20150625-story.html.
30 Flavelle & Popovich, supra note 27.
6
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Heat can be a killer whether it is experienced outside or indoors.31 In
Maricopa County, indoor heat deaths comprise roughly 30-40% of all
heat associated deaths.32 In Japan, heat stroke was most often found to
occur indoors during the summer.33 People tend to seek refuge from heat
at home, and if their homes are not suitable to protect them during an
extreme heat event, their risk of dying from indoor heat rises.34
Conversely, proper housing and access to cool air can usually prevent
indoor heat deaths.35
Even if it does not prove fatal, excessive indoor heat causes far more
than discomfort. Exposure to extreme heat can result in hyperthermia—a
condition at which the human body becomes unable to properly cool
itself.36 Hyperthermia often manifests in the form of heat exhaustion,
which is characterized by symptoms such as muscle cramping, fatigue
and headaches.37 Unless treated, heat exhaustion can lead to heat
stroke.38 The high body temperatures experienced during heat stroke and
the body’s inability to cool through sweating can lead to organ damage
or, in severe instances of heat stroke, multiple organ failure and death.39
Prolonged excessive heat exposure can likewise exacerbate other health
issues, such as disruptions in insulin uptake for those with diabetes.40
Researchers have also found correlations between extreme heat and preterm delivery among pregnant women who cannot find relief from such
conditions.41
C.

Demographic Risk Factors for Heat-Related Illness

While indoor heat risks are experienced to some degree by
communities throughout the country, some regions and populations are
31

See WORLD HEALTH ORG., WHO HOUSING AND HEALTH GUIDELINES 44-45 (2018),
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK535293/pdf/Bookshelf_NBK535293.pdf.
32
MARICOPA COUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH, HEAT-ASSOCIATED DEATHS IN MARICOPA
COUNTY, AZ FINAL REPORT FOR 2019, at 12 (2019), https://www.maricopa.gov/
ArchiveCenter/ ViewFile/Item/4959.
33 WORLD HEALTH ORG., supra note 31, at 45.
34 Id.
35 Id.
36 CTR. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, HEAT-RELATED ILLNESS 1 (2017),
https://www.cdc.gov/pictureofamerica/pdfs/picture_of_america_heat-related_illness.pdf.
37 Id.
38 Id. at 2.
39
Id.
40 Kroll, supra note 22.
41 Rebecca Lindsey, Extreme Heat Increases Pregnant Women’s Risk of Pre-Term
Delivery, CLIMATE.GOV (Sept. 30, 2019), https://www.climate.gov/news-features/featured
-images/extreme-heat-increases-pregnant-women%E2%80%99s-risk-pre-term-delivery.
7
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more vulnerable to indoor heat exposure than others.42 Many factors
contribute to one’s vulnerability to heat-related health and safety risks,
ranging from age and ethnicity to education level and household
income.43 Age is one of the greatest indicators of susceptibility to heatrelated illness and death.44 In Maricopa County, adults aged 50 and over
have accounted for about 89% of indoor heat-related deaths in recent
years.45 Populations residing in diverse inner-city neighborhoods also
tend to have proportionally more heat deaths than those in whiter,
wealthier, and more educated neighborhoods.46
Even among low-income citizens generally, mobile home residents
face a particularly high risk of death from indoor heat exposure. For
example, mobile homes in Maricopa County account for more than 25%
of indoor heat-related deaths despite housing less than 5% of the
county’s residents.47 Research has also found disproportionate rates of
heat morbidity and mortality in mobile home parks even when compared
to similarly socio-economically situated neighborhoods comprised of
traditional homes.48
D.

Heat in the Built Environment

While several demographic factors, including location, age, race,
class, and education level, contribute to the disparate impacts of global
warming of particular groups and individuals, the built environment is
partly responsible for those differences, especially in urban areas. For
42

See, e.g., Karen Savage, Newest Climate Liability Suits: Climate Justice Is Racial
Justice, CLIMATE DOCKET (June 30, 2020), https://www.climatedocket.com/2020/06/30/
climate-liability-lawsuits-racial-justice (“Segregated urban neighborhoods experience
greater rates of heat-related illnesses due to the prevalence of paved surfaces and a lack
of green infrastructure.”).
43
See Cory Sanchez, Tricks of the Shade: Heat Related Coping Strategies of Urban
Persons in Phoenix, Arizona 4-5 (May 2011) (unpublished M.S. thesis, Ariz. State Univ.)
(on file with Arizona State University Library); Kovach, supra note 3, at 179.
44 Kovach, supra note 3, at 180.
45 Varfalameyeva, supra note 2, at 7.
46 Meg Anderson & Sean McMinn, As Rising Heat Bakes U.S. Cities, The Poor Often
Feel It Most, NPR (September 3, 2019), https://www.npr.org/2019/09/03/754044732/asrising-heat-bakes-u-s-cities-the-poor-often-feel-it-most; Winston T. L. Chow et al.,
Vulnerability to Extreme Heat in Metropolitan Phoenix: Spatial, Temporal, and
Demographic Dimensions, 64 PRO. GEOGRAPHER 286, 290 (2012) (“[E]lderly, minority,
and low-income residents [are] more exposed to heat stresses than their younger, white,
more affluent counterparts.”).
47 Varfalameyeva, supra note 2, at 3, 16.
48 Id. (comparing the heat complications mobile home park residents to those of
predominantly minority, low-income people residing in traditional homes in South
Phoenix).
8
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instance, tree-covered landscapes often provide protection from extreme
heat in the form of shade and evapotranspiration.49 In contrast, “heat
island effects” in some concrete-laden urban areas exacerbate already
extreme temperatures.50 As humans face rising temperatures around the
world, adequate shelter becomes an increasingly important way to
prevent illness or death. However, as cities grow and the built
environment expands, some of this land development may actually
intensify heat-related challenges.
A community’s landscaping and design can also have a substantial
impact on the comfort level of those living in urbanized environments.
Urban heat islands are urban areas that see hotter temperatures relative to
adjacent rural areas.51 Sprawling concrete structures and paved roads trap
heat, often for hours after the sun has gone down.52 Tall glass buildings
can reflect and intensify sunlight and block winds, further facilitating the
rise in temperature.53 Following a rise in heat deaths in Baltimore, the
University of Maryland and NPR conducted a joint study that found a
pattern of housing segregation forcing Black residents into urban heat
islands.54 Homes in these neighborhoods saw indoor heat indexes as high
as 119 degrees due to the absence of tree canopy coverage, urban sprawl,
and a lack of air conditioning.55 While most mobile home parks are not
found at the heart of major cities, the built environments of many of
these parks create similar effects.56
E.

Mobile Home Use in the United States

The manufactured home or “mobile home” (MH) occupies a
unique space in the American housing landscape.57 Because of the
49

Heat Island Effect, EPA, https://www.epa.gov/heatislands#:~:text=Heat%20islands
%20are%20urbanized%20areas,as%20forests%20and%20water%20bodies (last visited
Feb. 11, 2021).
50 Id.
51 Jessica Abbinett et al., Heat Response Plans: Summary of Evidence and Strategies for
Collaboration and Implementation, CDC, 14 (2020), https://www.cdc.gov/climateand
health/docs/HeatResponsePlans_508.pdf.
52 Marcus C. Sarofim, et al., Temperature-Related Death and Illness, in THE IMPACTS OF
CLIMATE CHANGE ON HUMAN HEALTH IN THE UNITED STATES 43, 54, https://health2016.
globalchange.gov/high/ClimateHealth2016_02_Temperature.pdf.
53 Abbinett et al., supra note 51.
54 Savage, supra note 42.
55
Id.
56 See Deadliest Hazard, supra note 10; see infra notes 90-94 and accompanying text.
57 For purposes of this article, “MH” refers to a factory-built housing structure that can be
moved (usually by towing from factory to final resting place) on a chassis. Sarah Baird,
Mobile Homeland, CURBED (Sep. 13, 2017), https://www.curbed.com/2017/9/13/
9
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inherent differences between MHs and traditional housing (also called
“stick-built” or “site-built” homes), residents of MHs are particularly
vulnerable to the heat-related dangers discussed above. Certain aspects of
the history of MHs and their role in the U.S. economy has contributed to
these differences.
1. History and Statistics of the Mobile Home
Like many modern amenities, MHs are a product of the post-World
War II population boom.58 Emerging in the midst of a domestic housing
shortage, the MH industry grew rapidly because it offered an
inexpensive, transportable housing option for lower-income Americans.59
As the MH grew in popularity, so too did public awareness of their
comparatively low-quality construction and lack of durability. 60
Accordingly, in 1974, Congress enacted legislation “to reduce the
number of personal injuries and deaths and the amount of insurance costs
and property damage resulting from mobile home accidents and to
improve the quality and durability of mobile homes.”61 The
Manufactured Home Construction and Safety Standards resulting from
this bill empowered the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) to promulgate rules regulating the industry.62 These so-called
“HUD codes,” significantly overhauled in 1994, remain the nation’s
primary MH standards today.63
At present, roughly 22 million Americans live in MHs.64 MHs tend
to comprise a higher percentage of the housing stock in southern and
western states, comprising as much as 17% of one such state’s overall

16275948/mobile-manufactured-homes-clayton-trailers. It does not refer to a trailer or
recreational vehicle (RV), nor does it refer to a modular home—these are also factorybuilt, but they are transported in pieces instead of on a single chassis and assembled on
site. Id.
58 Annemarie Michele Galeucia, Mobile Homes: Class Space and Race in Idealized
Landscapes of Home 4333 LSU DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS 1, 14 (2016).
59 Id.
60 Baird, supra note 57; see National Mobile Home Construction and Safety Standards
Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-383, 88 Stat. 700 (1974) (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C.
§§ 5401-5426).
61 National Mobile Home Construction and Safety Standards Act of 1974 § 602.
62
Id.
63 24 CFR §§ 3280.1–3280.904; Baird, supra note 57; Manufactured Home Construction
and Safety Program, HUD, https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/housing/rmra/mhs/csp
(last visited Feb. 19, 2021).
64 Burkhart, supra note 12, at 910.
10
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occupied housing units.65 Once they are delivered from the factory to a
plot of land, fewer than 5% of MHs ever move again.66 To relocate a MH
typically costs at least $5,000, which is out of the reach of most
residents.67 The median annual income of MH residents is roughly
$28,400, which is about 23% below the federal poverty line.68 The
median age for MH residents is 52.6, and nearly a quarter of MH
residents are 65 years older or older.69
2. Building Standards
The construction standards applicable to MHs are markedly lower
than those that apply to most stick-built single-family homes.
Foundation-built homes must typically comply with state or local
building codes.70 In contrast, MHs—because of their unique history and
role in the country’s housing stock—are instead subject to federal
manufacturing standards.71 Even for several years after Congress enacted
the nation’s first federal MH standards, MHs continued to be woefully
energy-inefficient: pre-1980s MHs consume an average of 53% more
energy per square foot than all other types of homes.72 Although HUD
updated its regulations to emphasize greater energy efficiency in 1994,73
millions of homes manufactured prior to this update (and even prior to
65

This 17% figure describes the state of South Carolina. CONSUMER FIN. PROT.
BUREAU, supra note 13. Other noteworthy percentages: 16% in New Mexico, 15% in
Mississippi. Id.
66 Frank Rolfe, The Truth About My Notorious Waffle House Quote, MOBILE HOME
UNIVERSITY (last visited Sept. 2, 2020), https://www.mobilehomeuniversity.com/articles/
the-truth-about-my-notorious-waffle-house-quote.
67 Id.
68 Deadliest Hazard, supra note 10.
69
Id.
70
Land use laws (of which building codes are a part) are considered to be within the
purview of the states, rather than the federal government. See Euclid v. Ambler Realty
Co., 272 U.S. 365, 389 (1926) (finding that a city could use its police power to
implement a comprehensive land use plan for the community); Jerold S. Kayden,
National Land-Use Planning in America: Something Whose Time Has Never Come, 3
WASH. U. J.L. & POL'Y 445, 447 (2000) (“Unlike many other countries, the United States
does not have a national land-use planning law.”).
71 42 U.S.C. §§ 5401-5426 (“Congress finds that manufactured housing plays a vital role
in meeting the housing needs of the Nation.”); see also MANUFACTURED HOUS. INST.,
UNDERSTANDING TODAY’S MANUFACTURED HOUSING 3 (2018), https://www.manufactured
housing.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Understanding-Manuactured-Housing.pdf
(describing the difficulties manufacturers faced prior to the HUD Codes, due to interstate
shipment and a lack of uniform state laws governing MHs).
72 Baird, supra note 57.
73 Id.
11
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the 1976 promulgation of the first HUD codes) still exist in the nation’s
housing stock today.74 Even most of today’s new MHs lack the quality of
their site-built counterparts.75
Even if the federal government were to adopt new weatherization
regulations aimed at ensuring heat resilience in MHs, enforcing such
rules may prove a difficult challenge. HUD requires all MHs purchased
after 1976 to have so-called “HUD tags” affixed to their exterior
certifying that they conform to federal standards.76 However, HUD relies
on local inspectors to confirm that MH meet the agency’s various
requirements, and there are some doubts about the efficacy of these
inspections.77
3. Ownership
The ownership structure surrounding most MHs further complicates
efforts to ensure MHs are heat-resilient. Although roughly 80% of MH
residents own their MH unit, only 14% of those owners also own the
land beneath them.78 This creates inequities in multiple ways. First, land
ownership is required to title (or re-title) a MH as real property.79 This is
significant because, as chattel, MHs typically qualify only for mortgage
interest rates that are two to three times higher than those secured with
real property.80 Accordingly, roughly 68% of MH loans in the United
States today fit the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act of 2012’s definition
of a “higher-priced mortgage loan” compared to just 3% of site-built
home loans.81 Even loans for higher-end MHs have comparatively high
rates.82 Second, the lack of land ownership associated with MHs tends to
cause them to depreciate rather than appreciate in value, making it
74

Id.
JUSTIN TALBOT, AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR AN ENERGY-EFFICIENT ECONOMY, MOBILIZING
ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN THE MANUFACTURED HOUSING SECTOR 5 (2012) (“Energy
standards in the HUD Code have been updated once since its inception . . . . By contrast,
the International Energy Conservation Code [which most states adopt to govern site-built
home standards] . . . is updated every three years.”).
76 Galeucia, supra note 58, at 170-71.
77 Id. at 132 (“Often times, local inspectors pass homes that are either not properly sited
or are close, but not within, the 1994 rules for weather upgrades.”).
78 ESTHER SULLIVAN, MANUFACTURED INSECURITY: MOBILE HOME P ARKS AND
AMERICANS’ TENUOUS RIGHT TO PLACE 16 (2018).
79 Id.
80
Rana Foroohar, Why Big Investors Are Buying Up American Trailer Parks, FIN.
TIMES (Feb. 7, 2020), https://www.ft.com/content/3c87eb24-47a8-11ea-aee2-9ddbdc861
90d.
81 CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU, supra note 13, at 6.
82 Id.
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comparatively more difficult for MH households to build wealth over
time.83 Lastly, MH residents face the possibility of park owners deciding
to sell the land or redevelop it into more valuables uses, forcing mass
relocations for hundreds of families, many of whom cannot afford the
move.84
In recent years, MH parks have become an increasingly attractive
investment for major institutional investors, potentially creating even
more obstacles to better protecting MH residents from extreme heat.
Private equity firms have purchased more than 100,000 MH sites in the
past five years alone.85 Institutional investors accounted for 17% of the
$4 billion in MH transactions in 2018, compared to just 9% of
transactions in 2013.86 Investing in MH parks often produces large and
stable returns because MH park residents are less likely to move than
those in other forms of housing, so it can be easier to keep vacancies low
while raising rents over time.87 For example, a pension fund that invested
$179 million into MH communities nationwide saw a 30% return
between September 2016 and December 2017.88 In the words of the
owner of one major MH park empire, “[w]e traditionally raise our rents
by an average of 10% a year . . . , and it’s pretty much true for the

83

Will Van Vactor, Buying a Mobile Home Instead of a Regular Home: Pros and Cons,
NOLO, https://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/buying-mobile-home-instead-regularhome-pros-cons.html (last visited Oct. 5, 2021). Some sources claim that mobile homes
may appreciate in price, but these are focused on mobile homes titled as real property,
meaning the homeowner owns the land as well. Laurie Goodman et al., New Evidence
Shows Manufactured Homes Appreciate as well as Site-Built Homes, URBAN INST. (Sept.
13, 2018), https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/new-evidence-shows-manufactured-homesappreciate-well-site-built-homes (citing a government study that was “limited to
[manufactured home] loans titled as real property and guaranteed by [Fannie Mae or
Freddie Mac].”).
84
Esther Sullivan, Displaced in Place: Manufactured Housing, Mass Eviction, and the
Paradox of State Intervention, 82 AM. SOCIO. REV. 243, 244 (2017) (“Most U.S. states
have not enacted laws to regulate mobile home park closures and the mass evictions that
result.”).
85 JIM BAKER ET AL., PRIVATE EQUITY GIANTS CONVERGE ON M ANUFACTURED HOMES 4
(2019), https://pestakeholder.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Private-Equity-GiantsConverge-on-Manufactured-Homes-PESP-MHAction-AFR-021419.pdf.
86 Foroohar, supra note 80.
87 BAKER ET AL., supra note 85, at 8; Rupert Neate, America's Trailer Parks: The
Residents May Be Poor but the Owners Are Getting Rich, THE GUARDIAN (May 3, 2015),
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2015/may/03/owning-trailer-parks-mobilehome-university-investment; Rolfe, supra note 66.
88 Peter Whoriskey, Billion-Dollar Empire Made from Mobile-Home Parks as Residents
Scrape by, WASH. POST (Feb. 16, 2019), https://www.seattletimes.com/business/realestate/billion-dollar-empire-made-from-mobile-homes/#:~:text=Over%20the%20past%2
0three%20years,and%20Americans%20for%20Financial%20Reform.
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industry. Our world record [rent increase] went from $125 to $275 in one
month.”89
4. The Parks
The settings in which MHs congregate often exacerbate the indoor
heat vulnerabilities of these structures. MH parks are often densely
distributed across black asphalt lots with little to no shade.90 As more
cities sprawl outward, MH parks are increasingly surrounded by more
urbanized environments.91 These parks are often tucked away from sight,
at the edges of town or hidden behind tall walls.92 The social stigmas
associated with MH parks and MH residents and the physical isolation of
these parks from other neighborhoods often weaken the social
connection between park residents and surrounding communities. 93 In
addition to the parks’ physical characteristics, this separation may also
contribute to heat vulnerability.94
Many homes across the United States are poorly equipped to prevent
indoor heat problems attributable to global warming, and inadequate air
conditioning is another common struggle for MH-residing Americans.95
During an extreme heat event, air conditioning (A/C) units are often
viewed as the quickest and most effective design solution to protect
against heat injury or death.96 A study by Maricopa County Public Health
found an A/C unit was present in 91% of recorded indoor heat deaths but
that the units were non-functioning in 87% of those instances.97 While
energy-efficient A/C appliances continue to grow in popularity in the

89

Neate, supra note 87.
See Deadliest Hazard, supra note 10.
91
Foroohar, supra note 80.
92
Amy J. Schmitz, Promoting the Promise Manufactured Homes Provide for Affordable
Housing, 13 J. AFFORDABLE HOUS. & CMTY. DEV. L. 384, 395 (2004) (“Zoning boards
routinely push MH parks to undesirable, low-property-value areas.”).
93 PAOLA SCOMMEGNA, P OPULATION REFERENCE BUREAU, STUDY F INDS U.S.
MANUFACTURED-HOME OWNERS FACE ‘QUASI-HOMELESSNESS’ (2004), https://www.prb.
org/studyfindsusmanufacturedhomeownersfacequasihomelessness/ (“[M]ost [MH] park
residents [are] much less connected than residents of a typical small-town
neighborhood.”).
94 Chow et al., supra note 46, at 299-300 (Highlighting the vulnerabilities that many lowincome and minority communities experience due to lack of social cohesion and
suggesting improvements to facilitate the sharing of heat stress information and advanced
heat wave warnings).
95 Sarofim et al., supra note 52, at 55.
96 See Abbinett et al., supra note 51.
97 MARICOPA COUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH, supra note 32, at 15.
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United States,98 they are not always within the financial reach of lowincome MH households who arguably need them most. Furthermore, as
temperatures across the globe continue to rise, areas that already
perennially experience extreme heat may see that trend begin to outpace
technological advancements designed to affordably and reliably cool
buildings.99
II.

EXISTING LEGAL FRAMEWORK

In addition to the practical disadvantages highlighted above, MHs
differ from site-built homes in at least one other critical way: their
residents are less likely to qualify for aid programs designed to reduce
indoor heat risks. While federal and state governments offer various
forms of income-based assistance for home weatherization programs,
these programs are not equally available to all low-income individuals.
Some such programs focus primarily on Americans in cold-weather
regions or exclude MH residents from eligibility because of the nature of
their relationship to utility companies. Others are mere pilot programs
that are not sufficiently funded to address MH owners’ problems.
A.

Federal Assistance for Heat Resilience

Although there are no federal assistance programs targeted directly at
MHs and their residents, the U.S. government does offer a few limited
aid programs that help increase heat resiliency in some MHs. Residents
may qualify under certain programs for funding to pay their utility bills
or make energy efficiency improvements to their homes. Some other
existing programs also incentivize MH manufacturers to produce more
resilient homes. However, in the face of global warming, unless energy
efficiency standards aimed at MHs are raised further and federal
assistance programs receive more funding, MH households will continue
to struggle to afford keeping cool.100

U.S. ENV’T PROT. AGENCY, ENERGY STAR BY THE NUMBERS – 2019 (2020),
https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/asset/document/2020_EPA_ES_Factsheet_
ByTheNumbers_v4_For508.pdf.
99 Flavelle & Popovich, supra note 27.
100 See Conor Harrison & Jeff Popke, “Because you Got to Have Heat”: The Networked
Assemblage of Energy Poverty in Eastern North Carolina, 101 ANNALS OF THE ASS’N OF
AM. GEOGRAPHERS 949 (2011).
98
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1. Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP)
The most prominent federal energy assistance program is structured
in a way that unjustifiably precludes many MH residents from eligibility.
Congress established the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program
(LIHEAP) in 1981 and delegated to the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) the power to administer the program.101 States
must apply annually to HHS and, as part of their application, agree to
“provide, in a timely manner, that the highest level of assistance will be
furnished to those households which have the lowest incomes and the
highest energy costs or needs in relation to income.”102 Most of the
LIHEAP money states receive goes toward helping individuals pay bills
for heating and cooling.103 Once a state government receives federal
grant money under LIHEAP, citizens must apply for assistance through a
process within their respective states. Applicants qualify only if they fall
below certain income thresholds.104 Most importantly, qualified applicant
households must pay for their energy directly, or “in the form of rent” to
be eligible.105 This language effectively prevents many MH residents
from accessing the aid.
The master meter system used in many MH parks throughout the
country unintentionally disqualifies many MH residents from qualifying
for LIHEAP assistance. Under this master meter system, an electric
utility sends a single monthly bill to the park’s property manager or
owner who then divides the bill equally among all tenants.106 Master
meter systems are used in many housing types, including apartments,
condominiums, and MH parks.107 However, when a MH park utilizes this
structure, individual households within the park do not pay for their
energy usage as part of their rent; thus, they are ineligible for LIHEAP.108

101

42 U.S.C. §§ 8621–8630.
42 U.S.C. § 8624.
103 Id.
104 Id.
105 42 U.S.C. § 8622.
106 PUB. UTILS. COMM’N OF NEV., MOBILE HOME PARK GUIDE 2 (2013), http://puc.nv.gov/
uploadedFiles/pucnvgov/Content/About/Docs/Forms/MHP_Guide.pdf (“If the mobile
home park is not equipped with submeters, the total utility charge, excluding any billing
for common area usage, is prorated to all tenants by dividing the total amount of the
utility bill, excluding common areas and late fees, by the number of tenants.”).
107 See, e.g., id.; N.Y. LOCAL LAW 88, § 1 (2009) (“[M]ost large buildings have one
master meter for electricity that measures building-wide usage, as opposed to separate
meters that provide such information on a per tenant basis.”).
108 42 U.S.C. § 8622.
102
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Additionally, MH residents may need to be direct utility customers to be
eligible for other energy assistance programs.109
By contrast, when a MH park operates under a master sub-meter
system the managing entity divides up the park’s utility bill among all
tenants in proportion to their electricity usage such that a tenant who uses
more electricity during the billing cycle pays a higher bill.110 With such a
sub-metered system, LIHEAP applicants need only provide information
verifying that they pay for their own energy.111 Studies show that simply
switching from a master meter system to a master sub-meter system
leads tenants to reduce their electricity use.112
Another aspect of LIHEAP’s existing structure that has hampered
efforts to address the MH heat problem is the fact that HHS tends to
award significantly more LIHEAP money to cold-weather states. In
2017, states in New England and the upper Midwest received the most
money per capita, while states in the South and West received the
least.113 For example, in 2017, North Dakotans received $34 per capita
while Arizonans received only $3 per capita—far below the national

See CAL. PUB. UTILS. COMM’N, R.11-02-018, DECISION ON ISSUES CONCERNING
VOLUNTARY CONVERSION OF ELECTRIC AND NATURAL GAS MASTER-METERED SERVICE AT
MOBILEHOME PARKS 35 (2014), https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/
M089/K008/89008491.PDF (“[B]ecause they are not utility customers, [MH residents]
are ineligible to participate in established public purpose and load management programs
widely available to those who receive direct service, including for example, those
developed to promote low-income energy efficiency, the California Solar Initiative and
advanced metering infrastructure.”).
110 See PUB. UTILS. COMM’N OF NEV., supra note 106.
111 See, e.g., ARIZ. DEP’T OF ECON. SEC., LOW INCOME HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM POLICY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL 21 (2020), https://des.az.gov/sites/default/
files/LIHEAP_Policy_Manual_2021.pdf (“In situations where the [utility] accountholder
is not the applicant, documentation must be obtained that transfers responsibility for
utility costs from the accountholder to the applicant.”); N.Y. STATE OFF. OF TEMP. &
DISABILITY ASSISTANCE, HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM MANUAL 18 (2015),
https://otda.ny.gov/programs/heap/heap-manual.pdf (“Each household must document
that they pay a vendor directly for actual charges incurred for the cost of energy or
document that they pay indirectly for the cost of energy that is included in their rent.”).
112 Zhiqiang (John) Zhai & Andrea Salazar, Assessing the Implications of Submetering
with Energy Analytics to Building Energy Savings, 1 ENERGY & BUILT ENV’T 27, 27
(2020) (“Occupants that are more aware of their energy use tend to turn off unneeded
lights, be more conscientious about their use of mechanical cooling and heating systems,
unplug unused appliances to eliminate phantom loads, and generally try to conserve
energy.”).
113 Phillip Oliff, Rebecca Thiess & Brakeyshia Samms, Federal Funding for Low-Income
Energy Assistance Highest in New England, Upper Midwest, PEW RSCH. CTR. (Feb. 21,
2018), https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/articles/2018/02/21/federalfunding-for-low-income-energy-assistance-highest-in-new-england-upper-midwest.
109
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$10-per-capita average.114 This results in Arizona, for example, being
able to help only a small percentage of vulnerable households of any
construction type.115 Nationwide, evidence suggests that LIHEAP
funding is woefully inadequate to cover the millions of Americans—
including those living in MHs—who are unable to cover the cost of
cooling their homes.116 Even before the economic downturn brought on
by the COVID-19 pandemic, an estimated 7 million eligible households
applied for, but failed to receive, LIHEAP aid.117
2. Weatherization Assistance Program
Existing home weatherization assistance programs also fail to
adequately address the heat protection needs of millions of American
MH households. More energy-efficient homes require less money for
utility bills. However, state and federal weatherization aid funding falls
far behind that of utility assistance funding, which is already inadequate
to cover many vulnerable Americans. Recognizing that low-income
Americans tend to live in energy-inefficient dwellings and that
improving those dwellings would reduce costs and energy consumption,
Congress enacted the Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) in
1976.118 Unlike LIHEAP, WAP is administered by the Department of
Energy. However, funds from the two programs are typically combined
at the state level (along with non-federal funds) to weatherize homes.119
Like LIHEAP, WAP was initially designed to focus on cold-weather
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Id.
Letter from Kyrsten Sinema et al., United States Senators and Representatives, to
Mitch McConnell et al., Leaders of Congress, (May 8, 2020), https://schweikert.house.
gov/sites/schweikert.house.gov/files/Final%20LIHEAP%20AZDel%20Pandemic%20
Letter%202020.pdf (stating that Arizona “continues to reach just four percent of its atrisk households” with LIHEAP funding).
116 NAT’L ENERGY ASSISTANCE DIR.’S ASS’N, 2018 NATIONAL ENERGY ASSISTANCE
SURVEY at ii (2018), https://neada.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/liheapsurvey2018.pdf
(finding that, despite receiving LIHEAP benefits, nearly half of the surveyed households
skipped paying or paid less than their entire energy bill, and more than a third still
received a notice or threat to discontinue service).
117 Carlos Martín, Families Need More Help to Keep the Lights on and the Water
Running During the Pandemic, URBAN INST. (Apr. 15, 2020), https://www.urban.org/
urban-wire/families-need-more-help-keep-lights-and-water-running-during-pandemic.
118 NAT’L ASS’N OF STATE CMTY. SERV. PROGRAMS, WEATHERIZATION ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM FUNDING REPORT PY 2019, at 2 (2020), https://nascsp.org/wp-content/uploads/
2020/12/NASCSP-2019-WAP-Funding-Survey_Final.pdf.
119 Id. at 1.
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homes,120 although a 1995 revision to the formula broadened the
scope.121 The program typically saves families a few hundred dollars per
year in energy costs after weatherizing a home,122 and some proponents
claim it actually returns a net profit in attendant benefits.123 However,
states would need far more weatherization funding resources to meet the
needs of their vulnerable residents—a need that will only increase in the
near future, due to impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.124
3. Other Federal Initiatives
In addition to LIHEAP and WAP, a handful of other incentives and
aid programs are available that may help small numbers of MH residents
but are too meager to significantly address the nation’s growing MH heat
problem. For instance, the federal government provides some assistance
to MH residents through its Section 504 Home Repair program,
administered by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.125 However, this
program is primarily intended to help farmers and other rural Americans
secure adequate housing by issuing low-interest loans and grants.126 MH
residents can use these loan and grant funds to repair their homes only if
(1) they own the land underneath their home, (2) the repairs are needed
to remove health or safety hazards, and (3) the home is on a permanent
foundation (or will be placed on a permanent foundation using Section
120

CORRIE E. CLARK & LYNN J. CUNNINGHAM, CONG. RSCH. SERV., R46418, THE
WEATHERIZATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM FORMULA 3 (2020), https://www.everycrsreport.
com/files/2020-06-16_R46418_2db1a927d59728f3322b6b03eea9d6abb5fc7910.pdf
(describing the original funding formula, which “emphasized heating demand, resulting
in warmer weather states receiving less funds than colder weather states”).
121 Id. at 4.
122 Hearing on Department of Energy Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) and
State Energy Program (SEP) Before the U.S. House Subcomm. on Energy and Water
Development of the H. Comm. of Appropriations, 115th Cong. 2-3 (2018) (testimony of
Ray Judy, Energy Servs. Dir., Nat’l Ass’n for State Cmty. Servs. Programs), https://nascsp.
org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/House_NASCSP_WAP-Testimony-FY-2019.pdf.
123 LAURA SHIELDS, NAT’L C ONF. OF STATE LEGISLATURES, BOLSTERING FEDERAL ENERGY
ASSISTANCE AND WEATHERIZATION WITH STATE CLEAN ENERGY PROGRAMS, (Jan. 11,
2021), https://www.ncsl.org/research/energy/bolstering-federal-energy-assistance-andweatherization-with-state-clean-energy-programs.aspx (“For every $1 invested in the
program, there is a return of $2.78 in nonenergy benefits, such as fewer sick days and
reduced health care costs.”).
124 NAT’L ASS’N OF STATE CMTY. SERV. PROGRAMS, supra note 118, at 4, 6 (“Leveraging
additional resources is necessary to better meet the large backlog of eligible households
needing services.”). In addition to increasing the number of households in need of
assistance, the pandemic slowed weatherization work during much of 2020. Id. at 5.
125 42 U.S.C. §§ 1471-1472.
126 Id.
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504 funds).127 Only a fraction of MH residents own the real property
under their home,128 meaning most are not eligible for this assistance.
Moreover, heat-related injuries and deaths are not necessarily caused by
specific safety hazards—the structure and regional location of the home
itself in a hot climate is the “safety hazard.”
Some federal tax benefit programs are also available for
manufacturers of new energy-efficient MHs. Home builders are eligible
for a $2,000 tax credit if the home achieves 50% energy savings for
heating and cooling over the 2006 International Energy Conservation
Code and an additional $1,000 tax credit if the home meets Energy Star
requirements.129 After these tax benefits took effect, the number of
Energy Star MHs increased from twenty-five in 2006 to over 20,000 as
of 2011.130 Unfortunately, there are roughly 2 million pre-1976 MHs in
use in the United States alone—not to mention millions of other MHs
built after 1976 that also lack Energy Star efficiency.131
B.

State and Other Assistance for Heat Resilience

Some state government programs also seek to help MH residents,
although these programs, similar to federal programs, are ill-equipped to
address the growing hazards to MH residents in a warming climate.
State-regulated utilities, which are assured reasonable returns on capital
investments under their state charters, can be particularly well-situated to
offer aid and have been incentivized or ordered in some states to invest
in programs aimed at improving energy efficiency in customers’ homes.
For MHs, these programs may take the form of weatherization initiatives,
partial forgiveness of monthly bills, or other support. Some states and
localities also offer direct energy efficiency incentives such as tax
benefits and rebates or require various land use planning methods in
efforts to promote heat resiliency within their jurisdictions.

U.S. DEP’T OF AGRIC., CHAPTER 12: SECTION 504 LOANS AND GRANTS, 12.2 to 12.3
(2017), https://www.rd.usda.gov/files/3550-1chapter12.pdf.
128 See SULLIVAN, supra note 78.
129 Tax Credits for Home Builders, ENERGY STAR (Jan. 2021), https://www.energystar.
gov/about/federal_tax_credits/federal_tax_credit_archives/tax_credits_home_builders.
130 Sustainable and Affordable: New Options in Factory-Built Housing, ENV’T AND
ENERGY STUDY INST. (Jan. 19, 2011), https://www.eesi.org/briefings/view/sustainableand-affordable-new-options-in-factory-built-housing.
131 Baird, supra note 57.
127
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1. Utility Regulations
As the entities providing the energy needed for cooling, utilities are
uniquely positioned to help address MH heat vulnerability. Balancing
electricity supply and demand on the grid is a constant effort for utilities,
and they have at their disposal a number of techniques which may affect
how and when individuals use electricity.132 In an effort to disperse the
overall demand on the utility grid at any given time, utilities commonly
rely on demand-side management programs to entice consumers to
reduce their energy demand during peak hours.133 These demand
responses, or modifications to the consumer’s patterns of usage, can
potentially reduce strain on the grid and allow for a more consistent, safe
and reliable operation of utility infrastructure.134
Some public utilities commissions throughout the country also
impose Energy Efficiency Resource Standards, which may require
utilities to offer customer-focused energy efficiency programs.135 Such
programs can help MH residents protect against the summer heat by
offering rebates on a variety of improvements, including energy-efficient
HVAC systems, ENERGY STAR appliances, and other repairs and
weatherization enhancements.136
In addition to helping utilities better manage grid loads, energy
efficiency strategies can greatly reduce energy consumption in individual
residences and could thus be a valuable resource to MH owners if they
were more accessible.137 One such strategy is to insulate walls to help
prevent the loss of conditioned air, reducing the electricity needed to
keep a space at a constant and cool temperature.138 Unfortunately, many
assistance programs are not available to MH owners for various reasons.
Blower tests, for example, aid in effectively weatherizing a home by
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See Demand-Side Management Programs Save Energy and Reduce Peak Demand,
ENERGY INFO. ADMIN. (Mar. 29, 2019), https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?
id=38872.
133 See id.
134 See id.
135 U.S. ENV’T PROT. AGENCY, ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT G UIDE TO ACTION 19 (2015),
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2017-06/documents/guide_action_full.pdf
(showing the states with EERS programs as of 2015).
136 See, e.g., ARIZ. PUB. SERV. CO., 2016 DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT ANNUAL PROGRESS
REPORT 25-29 (2017) (detailing some of the utility’s rebate programs designed to
promote greater energy efficiency).
137 Cara Carmichael & Matt Jungclaus, A Resilience Strategy Based on Energy Efficiency
Delivers Five Core Values, ROCKY MOUNTAIN INST. (Jun. 6, 2018), https://rmi.org/aresilience-strategy-based-on-energy-efficiency-delivers-five-core-values/.
138 Varfalameyeva, supra note 2, at 6.
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identifying major air leaks.139 However, some MH residents are unable to
receive these benefits simply because the necessary equipment may not
fit inside their door.140
2. MH Energy Efficiency Programs
Some states have established energy efficiency programs specifically
targeting MHs, albeit with limited success. In 1999, Vermont’s
state legislature created a statewide utility called Efficiency Vermont.141
It offers subsidies for individuals to purchase Zero Energy Modular
(ZEM) homes that have triple-paned windows, rooftop solar, good
insulation, and other improvements.142 Buyers also have unique financing
options that appear more like a traditional 30-year home mortgage. 143
From 2013 to 2019, ZEM residents (in just under 100 total homes) saved
an estimated $1 million in total heating and electricity costs.144 However,
even with state subsidies, subsequent surveys showed that ZEM homes
were still much more expensive than market prices for MHs in the area
and unlikely to have a significant impact statewide.145 Maine and New
York have also piloted replacement programs for old MHs, finding that,
in most cases, replacing a home is more cost-effective than repairing
it.146
Some private entities across the country focus on increasing the
energy efficiency of MHs. In 2015, Next Step, a Kentucky-based
nonprofit, launched SmartMH, a program that seeks to increase the
production of energy-efficient manufactured homes by bringing together
139

EXPLORING ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND ALTERNATIVES: THE BLOWER DOOR TEST
MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 1 (2013), https://e3a4u.info/wp-content/
uploads/mobile-home-step3.pdf.
140
IMPROVING HEAT RESILIENCE, supra note 2.
141
Our History, EFFICIENCY VT., https://www.efficiencyvermont.com/about/history (last
visited Mar. 5, 2021).
142 Programs Support Energy-Efficient Modular and Manufactured Housing, U.S DEP’T
OF HOUS. & URB. DEV. (2020), https://www.huduser.gov/portal/periodicals/em/Winter
Spring20/highlight3.html#title.
143 Id.
144 Id.
145 JANE KOLODINSKY ET AL., C TR. FOR RURAL STUD. UNIV. VT, ASSESSMENT OF THE
MARKET FOR ENERGY-EFFICIENT FACTORY-BUILT HOMES SOLD IN VERMONT 40 (2017),
https://www.uvm.edu/sites/default/files/media/Market_assessment_for_energy-efficient
_factory-built_homes_in_VT.pdf.
146 Manufactured Housing Resource Guide, NAT’L CONSUMER L. CENTER, 15 (2010),
https://www.nclc.org/images/pdf/manufactured_housing/accessing-public-resources.pdf
(“In most cases, it is simply more cost effective to replace the [pre-1976] home than to
attempt to repair it.”).
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buyers, lenders, and retailers.147 A vital component of SmartMH is its
education course, which explains “the long-term benefits of buying a
high-quality, energy-efficient home” to prospective buyers, who are then
pre-approved by participating lenders.148 As of September 2019, the
program has approximately 1,150 participants.149
3. Other Small-Scale Programs
Numerous other assistance programs, while too small to cover the
needs of millions of MH residents, may provide ideas for larger-scale
policy strategies to address MH heat risks. For example, some states
have enacted laws encouraging MH parks to transition to selfgovernment (i.e., the residents own and operate it as a cooperative).
Since 2005, Oregon law has provided a capital gains tax deduction when
a manufactured dwelling park is sold to a corporate entity formed by
tenants, a nonprofit, or a housing authority.150 Since 1997, Vermont law
has provided a 7% income tax credit on taxable gains from a qualified
sale of a MH park to leaseholders in the park or a nonprofit representing
them.151 Since 2009, Montana law has provided an exclusion from state
income tax on the gains from a qualified sale of a MH park to a
residents’ association, nonprofit, or housing authority.152 Because MH
residents lack much bargaining power in the typical park arrangement,
this co-op structure could lead to more decisions in the best interest of
MH residents. Whether these decisions include improving heat resiliency
remain to be seen—regardless, MH resident-owners would still likely be
constrained by limited resources as described in Part I.D.1.
Although not directly related to environmental sustainability, some
states have likewise passed laws regulating the relationship between MH
park owners and tenants that could offer a way out for some MH
residents dealing with excessive indoor heat.153 Even in states with these
NEXT STEP’S SMARTMH PROGRAM, U.S. DEP’T HOUS. & URB. DEV. (2020),
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/periodicals/em/WinterSpring20/highlight3-sidebar.html.
148 Id.
149 Id.
150 WASH. JOINT LEGIS. AUDIT & REV. C OMM., 2017 TAX PREFERENCE PERFORMANCE
REVIEWS: SALES OF MANUFACTURED AND MOBILE HOME COMMUNITIES (2017),
https://leg.wa.gov/jlarc/taxReports/2017/ManufacturedHomeCommunities/p/default.htm.
151 Id.
152 Id.
153
See CAROLYN L. CARTER ET AL., NAT’L CONSUMER L. CENTER, MANUFACTURED
HOUSING COMMUNITY TENANTS: SHIFTING THE BALANCE OF POWER (rev. ed. 2004).
However, many states in the Southeast, where MHs comprise a large percentage of
housing stock, lack any legislation governing the relationship between park owners and
residents. Id. at 61 (“Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Hawaii, Kentucky, Louisiana,
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statutes, park owners are still free to sell or redevelop their land into
more valuable uses.154 With a median annual income of $28,400,155 many
MH park residents face difficult financial decisions in such situations.
Some states have sought to address this issue through statutory schemes
that collect money for use in MH park relocations. In Florida, for
example, MH park owners pay an annual $1 surcharge for each lot in a
park they own.156 The money is deposited into the Florida Mobile Home
Relocation Trust Fund, which then pays MH owners’ relocation expenses
up to either $3,000 or $6,000, depending on the size of the home.157 For
each MH owner who applies for such relocation funding, the park owner
must also make a one-time payment of $2,750 or $3,750 to the Trust
Fund, depending on home size .158 Arizona, which operates a similar
relocation fund, instead levies the surcharge on MH owners and bases the
amount on the assessed value of the home.159 Washington supplies its
MH relocation fund by assessing fees on MH transfers.160
A few local jurisdictions have likewise adopted mandates,
incentives, or a mix of both to promote green building and combat indoor
heat, although many of the benefits of these programs are beyond the
reach of most MH residents. Cities like San Francisco, New York, and
Philadelphia have enacted various policies mandating or incentivizing
solar panels, green roofs, and cooling vegetation.161 Policies like this,
though, are not helpful to MH residents who typically live outside urban
centers.162 Phoenix, similarly, has a resiliency plan that includes
intelligent urban design and land use to help the city survive climate
change.163 Like the green building laws in other cities, though, this is not

Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, and
Wyoming . . . have not enacted manufactured housing community legislation.”).
154
ADAM RUST, CMTY. REINVESTMENT ASS’N N.C., THIS IS MY HOME: THE CHALLENGES
AND OPPORTUNITIES OF MANUFACTURED HOUSING 24 (2007) (describing the reasons why
MH park owners decide to change course, and the ease with which they can make these
decisions).
155 See Deadliest Hazard, supra note 10.
156 FLA. STAT. § 723.007(2) (2020).
157 FLA. STAT. § 723.0612 (2020).
158 FLA. STAT. § 723.06116 (2020).
159 ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 33-1476.03 (2020).
160 WASH. REV. CODE § 46.17.155 (2020).
161 Jillian C. Kirn, Mitigation of Urban Heat Islands: Greening Cities with Mandates
Versus Incentives, NAT. RES. & ENV'T 40, 43-44 (2018).
162 See supra notes 93-94 and accompanying text.
163 Sarah Kaplan, How America’s Hottest City Will Survive Climate Change, WASH. POST
(Jul. 8, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/climate-solutions/phoenix
-climate-change-heat/.
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helpful to MH residents as MH construction is regulated at the federal
level.164
C.

Mobile Home Indoor Heat Problems from a Public Policy
Perspective

The existing regulatory structures governing indoor heat risks for
MH residents fall short for a variety of reasons, many of which become
clearer when framed within certain existing academic concepts. Among
other things, MH heat risks are a climate justice issue perpetuated by
path-dependent industry practices and sometimes by the subjectively
high valuations MH residents place on their homes. Recognizing these
challenges and viewing them through an appropriate lens is a valuable
first step toward identifying legal and policy strategies capable of
effectively addressing MH heat vulnerability.
1. Path Dependence
Scholars across many disciplines use the term “path dependency” to
describe the difficulties associated with changing well-established
courses of action.165 In industries experiencing path dependence, each
policy choice in a certain direction can create a positive feedback loop by
simultaneously reinforcing the efficacy of decisions along the same path
and increasing the costs of choosing an alternate path.166 This “increasing
returns” form of path dependence is typically characterized by (1)
significant upfront or fixed costs, which precede falling unit costs as
output increases; (2) “learning effects,” which also lower costs as output
increases; (3) “coordination effects,” which provide benefits for taking
synergistic actions; and (4) “self-reinforcing or adaptive expectations,”
which cause reactions to current conditions in ways that further enhance
the dominant path.167
164

See supra notes 70-77 and accompanying text.
Amy L. Stein, Breaking Energy Path Dependencies, 82 BROOK. L. REV. 559, 560
(2017) (explaining that “[p]olitical scientists, sociologists, economists, and legal scholars
have long examined path dependency.”).
166 STAN J. LIEBOWITZ & STEPHEN E. MARGOLIS, 1 ENCYC. OF LAW & ECON.: THE HISTORY
AND METHODOLOGY OF LAW AND ECONOMICS, 981, 981 (Boudewijn Bouckaert & Gerrit
De Geest eds., 2000) (“[P]ath dependence means that where we go next depends not only
on where we are now, but also upon where we have been.”).
167 Oona A. Hathaway, Path Dependence in the Law: The Course and Pattern of Legal
Change in A Common Law System, 86 IOWA L. REV. 601, 609 (2001). It is not necessary
that all four characteristics be present to generate increasing returns. See W. BRIAN
ARTHUR, INCREASING RETURNS AND PATH DEPENDENCE IN THE ECONOMY 112 (1994).
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Path-dependent behavior has contributed to perpetuation and growth
of MH heat risks in the United States. Unlike standard single-family
homes built on site, MHs are usually manufactured by national
companies in large, technologically advanced facilities.168 Manufacturers
have invested significant time and money developing this method of
production, and because MHs need only meet HUD guidelines,
manufacturers can produce homes that are much more affordable than
site-built homes. Millions of Americans rely on this affordability, and the
industry’s reliance on this substantial cost difference only further deters
investments in more heat-resilient designs.
Nationwide uniformities in MH manufacturing and the similarities of
MHs across states are further evidence of the powerful coordination
effects and self-reinforcing expectations affecting the industry. National
companies manufacture MHs in all regions of the country and the federal
government generally governs MH manufacturing standards, rather than
individual states. Both producers and consumers possess a certainty
about the quality and expectations of MHs. Just as a heat-resilient
alternative to the MH would require investment (and/or subsidies) to
break into the market, it would also need familiarity or reliability to win
over consumers. Changing the course of an industry with such
momentum is not easy. Scholars debate whether these types of
improvements occur best through incremental, internal changes or as a
result of external events.169 Sadly, it’s doubtful that the data cited in this
article, coupled with a greater public awareness of the dangers of
extreme heat, would ever be enough to cause an “exogeneous shock”
capable of changing the industry’s course of action.170 In short, these
path dependence problems suggest that governments will likely have to
be the primary drivers of changes in MH-related policies and that, if
ignored, such changes may only become more difficult to implement
over time.171
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See, e.g., Hannah Daly, Where Are Clayton Built Homes Actually Built?, CLAYTON
(Aug. 20, 2019), https://www.claytonhomes.com/studio/where-clayton-manufacturedhomes-are-built/. (describing the company’s “40 climate-controlled building facilities
across America.”).
169 Stein, supra note 165, at 582-83.
170 Lily Kahng, Path Dependence in Tax Subsidies for Home Sales, 65 ALA. L. REV. 187,
237 (2013) (describing the global financial crisis as an example of an exogeneous shock
that “caused lawmakers and policymakers to question their basic assumptions about the
desirability of homeownership and the role of the federal government in promoting” it).
171 J.B. Ruhl & James Salzman, Climate Change Meets the Law of the Horse, 62 DUKE
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2. Subjective Valuation
Another obstacle to rapidly addressing MH heat risks through policy
change is the high subjective valuation many MH residents place on their
homes. The term “subjective valuation” describes what many individuals
inherently know to be true: humans tend to place an enhanced value on
their own property that exceeds its objective market value.172 This
additional subjective value is difficult to measure but can be quite
significant, especially for an individual’s home.173
The high subjective value that many MH residents understandably
but irrationally place on their homes can interfere with efforts to relocate
these residents to more heat-resilient structures. Although “[t]he
underlying legal reality of mobile home park living is that you are a
renter,” MH residents do not consider their homes to be mere leased
spaces.174 And as the U.S. Department of Energy acknowledges,
“inefficient and poorly insulated units often fall into the hands of lowand fixed-income folks who can least afford the high fuel bills associated
with heating and cooling.”175 In other words, the subjective premium
homeowners place on their homes is perhaps greatest in the case of MHs.
Older homes with severe structural deficiencies may be worth pennies on
the dollar, yet they are still home to someone. Many MH owners would
not be able to afford a site-built home, so they elect to buy a MH in
hopes of achieving similar financial independence.176 Immigrants, too,
may see purchasing a MH as the first step in achieving the American
Dream.177 In some cases, families may choose to buy a MH and rent
space in a park because it affords them more space and privacy than a
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Thomas W. Merrill, The Economics of Public Use, 72 CORNELL L. REV. 61, 83
(1986) (observing that owners may place on their properties “subjective ‘premium[s]’”
that are above fair market value).
173 See, e.g., Maria M. Maciá, Pinning Down Subjective Valuations: A Well-BeingAnalysis Approach to Eminent Domain, 83 U. CHI. L. REV. 945, 967-71 (2016).
174 Allison Formanack, Property Without Prosperity: Subjective Valuation, Financial
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POLAR: POL. & LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY REV. 54, 59 (2020) (describing how and why
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175 Dep’t. of Energy, Introduction to Mobile Homes: Speaker Notes, 2010, at 4.
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See Sullivan, supra note 84, at 244 (“Manufactured housing is the primary route
through which the poor access the American Dream of homeownership.”).
177 Patrick Sisson, Mobile-Home Parks Represent Changing Face of Affordable Housing
Challenge, CURBED (Nov. 10, 2017), https://archive.curbed.com/2017/11/10/16633964/
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multifamily building.178 Even though MH owners with any of the
aforementioned goals may achieve equal (or even better) financial
success by pursuing other housing, they place subjective premiums on
their homes that tip the scale in favor of MHs.
In short, any major policy changes affecting MH residents, even
policies aimed at improving heat resilience, are unlikely to succeed if
they ignore the subjective feelings of the citizens involved. Government
programs that push low-income families out of MH parks and into
equally affordable but more sustainable housing may not be welcomed
by many MH residents who place tremendous subjective value on their
current living arrangements. Thus, governments should consider the
subjective value MH residents receive from their homes (even if said
value is difficult to quantify), and they should, in turn, try to incorporate
some of these valuable elements into heat resiliency solutions.
3. Environmental Justice
The increasingly influential framework of environmental justice
offers a valuable lens through which to consider potential solutions to
MH heat risks.179 After all, the highest levels of the U.S. government
have received directives to address the racial inequity often present in
environmental policy.180 Rooted in the concept of environmental justice,
the climate justice movement focuses on the disproportionate burdens of
climate change facing vulnerable communities and the need for
organizing around a multitude of considerations encompassing race,
class, and gender.181 For example, African Americans are exposed to
higher concentrations of air pollution than Caucasian Americans and are

Id. (quoting sociologist Esther Sullivan, who describes Americans’ yearning for a
house and a yard rather than an apartment as “a clear cultural value”).
179 Kary L. Moss, Environmental Justice at the Crossroads, 24 WM. & MARY ENVTL. L.
& POL'Y REV. 35, 39–40 (2000) (“The influence of the environmental justice
movement has been substantial. The call for more privileged communities to assume their
fair share of the burdens of industrialization has permeated the Executive Branch of
government, federal agencies, federal and state legislatures, and the courts . . . .”).
180 See Exec. Order No. 12,898, 59 Fed. Reg. 7,629 (Feb. 11, 1994) (requiring federal
agencies to identify and address disproportionate environmental harms of their actions on
minority and low-income populations). There remain doubts, however, about the efficacy
of the executive order. See, e.g., Sandra G. O’Neil, Superfund: Evaluating the Impact of
Executive Order 12898, 115 Env’t Health Perspectives 1087, 1092 (2007) (“It appears
that the U.S. EPA has failed to consistently implement the executive order regarding the
Superfund program.”).
181 See Daisy Simmons, What Is ‘Climate Justice’?, YALE CLIMATE CONNECTIONS (Jul.
29, 2020), https://yaleclimateconnections.org/2020/07/what-is-climate-justice/.
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also more likely to die during extreme heat events.182 Though they
disproportionately experience the negative effects of the climate crisis,
African Americans are responsible for 20% less carbon dioxide
emissions than Caucasians.183 The need for equitable solutions in the face
of climate change are of vital importance to these already vulnerable
communities. We know that certain people are at greater risk of climate
change and other environmental problems. Because of the injustices
inherent to environmental issues, it stands to reason that those same
groups discussed above will suffer more from heat than wealthy and
white people.
While heat resilience fails to be addressed at large as an issue of
climate injustice and inequity, some federal agencies such as HUD, the
U.S. Department of Defense (DOD), and OSHA have identified heat as a
severe health risk. HUD recognizes excess heat as a hazard that can
threaten the health and safety of occupants.184 The DOD has
implemented a color-coded system to identify varying levels of
hazardous heat conditions which limits work schedules with high
potential threat of hazardous heat to prevent excess heat exposure.185
Although OSHA does not have regulations stipulating maximum
temperatures within working environments, employers are required by
law to provide a place of employment “free from recognized hazards.”186
OSHA has identified heat exposure as a hazard.187 It has been shown that
workers exposed to the greatest heat risks are of lower socioeconomic
status.188 Such individuals are unlikely to have A/C at home to
adequately cool their bodies at night, “which is critical for preventing
[heat related illness].”189
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As Americans brace for deadly conditions each summer, only a
handful of cities that see excessive summer temperatures have
implemented heat wave emergency plans or other emergency responses
to heat.190 Most states mandate that heat must be provided to tenants;
however, few states require landlords to provide A/C.191 Phoenix,
Arizona is an exception to the standard practice, as Phoenix City Code
mandates tenants have a right to cool air and landlords must provide
reasonable cooling methods.192
III.

REFORMING LAWS TO ADDRESS THE MOBILE HOME HEAT
PROBLEM

When addressing a challenge as complex as MH heat vulnerability,
no single policy strategy is capable of both appeasing all stakeholders
and perfectly addressing the problem. While the physical characteristics
of MHs and MH parks clearly contribute to heat morbidity and mortality,
simply requiring more heat-resilient structures and environments will not
necessarily lead to satisfactory policy outcomes. For instance, if HUD
were to raise MH manufacturing standards to mirror those of site-built
homes MH prices would greatly increase, and many low-income citizens
would be priced out of the market. Accordingly, a more nuanced policy
approach is needed to effectively address these complicated challenges.
Governments should consider dividing their policy strategies for
confronting MH indoor heat risks into two categories: short-term
approaches aimed at quickly mitigating these risks and longer-term
approaches designed to phase out and wholly replace hazardous types of
MH housing with alternative housing designed to withstand everwarming temperatures for generations to come.
A.

Short-Term Strategies

The growing problem of indoor heat risks in MHs is complex,
delicate, and urgent as it claims hundreds of American lives each year.
Fortunately, there is much the federal government and state governments
can do in the short run to help mitigate this crisis until the deeper
structural contributors to it can be fully addressed. Many of these shortterm policy approaches will require substantial increases in government
financial support and greater public awareness of said funding. A few
short-term policy strategies would not require major government
190
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expenditures and could also greatly reduce indoor heat deaths in MHs by
simply making existing aid programs more accessible to all MH
residents.
1. Increasing Funding for Heat Resilience
One of the most straightforward ways to reduce heat morbidity and
mortality would be to reform the federal LIHEAP and WAP funding
allocation approaches such that warm-weather citizens get greater access
to these aid programs. Federal government officials implementing these
programs have historically underfunded warm-weather states, and this
underfunding is increasingly problematic as temperatures rise in the fastgrowing Sun Belt region.193 Although Congress has relatively recently
adjusted WAP’s formula to deliver funding more equitably, they have
not done so for LIHEAP.194 Even with an adjustment to the LIHEAP
formula to better address the climate change realities facing millions of
Americans, LIHEAP would almost certainly be insufficient to help every
vulnerable MH household.195
In light of these limitations and the growing heat risks of MHs,
federal policymakers should consider tilting LIHEAP’s funding more
toward Sun Belt states and increasing the total funding allocated to the
program—a portion of which is already used for weatherization
programs. While the existing LIHEAP statute simply authorizes HHS to
help low-income Americans with their immediate energy needs,
increasing energy affordability for more MH residents will better allow
them to adequately cool their homes, which in turn will reduce their heat
risks.196 In addition to increasing LIHEAP funding, policymakers should
consider increasing separate WAP funding.197 Doing so would shift more
federal aid to weatherization rather than simply subsidizing utility bills.
Although these subsidies are important to allow low-income MH
residents to run A/C they otherwise couldn’t afford, making MHs more
energy efficient through weatherization may prove even more important.
Such weatherization, which is relatively easy to perform on MHs
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196 See supra notes 34-35 and accompanying text.
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compared to site-built homes,198 will decrease the overall need for federal
subsidies while still helping to keep homes cool.199
2. Promoting Heat Resilience Awareness
Reforms aimed at reducing MH heat risks are also more likely to be
successful if they include programs aimed at increasing public awareness
of MH heat risks and the government assistance available to help address
them. According to one survey from Mesa, Arizona, more than 75% of
MH residents have never participated in utility assistance programs.200
This high percentage is troubling given that most of these residents
would likely qualify for LIHEAP’s income requirements.201 Among
other things, this large program utilization gap suggests there is
inadequate awareness of eligibility among MH park residents who are
not utility customers but pay for power through monthly site rent.
Requiring MH Park owners to post signage, distribute fliers, and promote
LIHEAP participation could do much to raise awareness and thereby
reduce this gap. Also, the requirement that MH residents pay for energy
“in the form of rent”202 applies only to their eligibility for utility payment
assistance. Thus, even in MH parks without sub-metering, residents who
meet income requirements can and should apply for weatherization
assistance to make their homes cooler and more energy efficient.
Governments could also develop better ways of informing MH
residents in advance of potential extreme heat events each summer, so
these residents can prepare accordingly. Such improved communication
could be particularly impactful in MH parks, where residents are often
effectively isolated from the surrounding communities.203 Conscious
efforts to improve social connectivity with MH parks and park owners
could aid these communication efforts and help social workers more
easily identify vulnerable MH residents before heat waves hit.
& CHRIS DORSI, TEX. DEP’T OF HOUS. & CMTY AFFS., TEXAS
WEATHERIZATION FIELD GUIDE 111 (2010), https://www.tdhca.state.tx.us/communityaffairs/wap/docs/TXWFG.pdf (“[MHs’] consistent construction makes them more
straightforward to weatherize.”); Bob Scott & Lyn M. Bartges, Weatherizing Mobile
Homes, HOME ENERGY, July/August 2004, at 32 (“[M]ost mobile homes are very similar
to each other, which can make the establishment of efficiency measures and standards
fairly consistent and straightforward.”).
199 See supra notes 122-123 and accompanying text.
200
Deadliest Hazard, supra note 10.
201 Id. (stating that the median income for MH residents nationwide is below the poverty
line).
202 42 U.S.C. 8622.
203 See supra notes 92-93 and accompanying text.
198 JOHN KRIGGER
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Additionally, communication within parks could help educate the more
vulnerable and less socially connected residents of resources for heat
relief.
3. Expanding Access to Utility Assistance Programs
State governments could also help better protect MH residents from
heat events by promoting the use of sub-metering systems in MH parks
and taking other steps to increase MH residents’ access to assistance
programs. Converting MH parks from centralized, master-meter systems
to sub-metered systems gives MH residents greater autonomy over their
interactions with electric utilities, which would make it easier to
participate in load management programs and choose among multiple
utility rate structures. Such autonomy could improve some MH residents’
access to greater utility cost savings, thereby making it easier for them to
afford cooling when it is needed most. Converting all MH parks to submetered systems could also afford many MH residents better access to
some utility assistance programs. Ideally, some of these programs could
even be designed to specifically target aging MH households.
Converting MH parks from master metering to sub-metering would
not only help MH residents gain access to additional electric utility
programs; it could also generate major benefits for the larger electricity
grid. Master metered utility connections tend to be comprised of aging
infrastructure and could create potential safety hazards ranging from
power outages or surges to fires and other forms of structural damage.
Furthermore, such conversions will have beneficial effects for load
management and grid balancing efforts. Master-metered systems offer
minimal incentives for users to monitor their energy use because rates
are often fixed in one form or another.204 By contrast, sub-metered utility
customers on time-of-use retail pricing plans tend to internalize more of
the costs of their electricity use and are thus more likely to conserve
power and limit electricity use during peak load periods when retail rates
are highest.
Efforts in California to convert MH parks to submetering in recent
years have proven largely successful. The projected retail rate changes
for this type of conversion were very low relative to the benefits the
consumer would see, ranging from a projected 0.002 cents per kWh to
0.063 cents per kWh.205 Prior to the conversion, the California Public
204

Jay Romero, YOUR HOME; The Case for Electric Submetering, N.Y. TIMES (July 8,
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Utility Commission (CPUC) found that MH residents on master-meter
systems were paying roughly similar prices on electricity as compared to
residents who were direct customers of the utilities.206 As part of its
rationale for this transition, the CPUC noted that although they pay
similar rates many MH residents in the state were “ineligible to
participate in established public purpose and load management
programs” otherwise available.207 Programs utilizing advanced metering
technologies can allow low-income households to make more energyefficient decisions.
Sub-metering can likewise provide numerous additional
opportunities for homeowners to run more energy-efficient households.
Not only do advanced rate structuring, utility rebates, and assistance
programs require sub-metering; many solar initiatives require advanced
metering technologies. While most MHs are not structurally sound
enough to support substantial solar panel arrays,208 opportunities for
small community solar arrays within a park may be enhanced for those
parks that have converted to advanced sub-metering systems.209
4. Design Solutions
Yet another way of mitigating indoor heat risks at MH parks is to
encourage or require MH parks to use landscaping techniques and
designs that better combat the urban heat island (UHI) effect. New laws
that required more trees and other shading features in MH parks could do
much to reduce ambient temperatures at these parks, thereby better
protecting residents.210 Shade sails can provide inexpensive relief from
direct sun exposure, and trees can further lower peak temperatures by as
much as 9 degrees Fahrenheit through evapotranspiration.211 Some cities
and states already have tree planting initiatives in place, incentivizing
these efforts by providing resources for free or offering rebates or tax
credits for trees planted.212 Such programs could be expanded or
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modified to create even greater incentives for MH parks to add shading
or increase vegetation.
Requiring or incentivizing temperature-reducing design strategies
can further help MH parks combat extreme heat. For instance, a “cool
roof” that is light in color or painted with a highly reflective material can
direct much more of the sun’s heat energy away from a building.213 A
cool roof may be up to 60 degrees Fahrenheit cooler than a roof of
traditional materials, allowing a building with a cool roof to achieve
indoor temperature reductions of as much as five degrees Fahrenheit.214
Accordingly, adding a cool roof could reduce utility bills by 10-70% for
some MH residents.215 Providing incentives or mandates for cool roofs
within MH parks could thus provide significant benefits in some settings
and would be relatively inexpensive to implement.
Replacing asphalt and pavement in MH parks with a reflective or
cool coating can further help to reduce ambient temperatures. Reflective
and cool pavement coatings combat UHI effects by reflecting solar heat
energy away.216 Reflective coatings have been found to result in
reductions in surface temperatures of up to 8 degrees Celsius (roughly 46
degrees Fahrenheit) in some settings.217 The city of Los Angeles,
California, has already implemented this strategy in some neighborhoods
and reported that streets painted with a reflective coating are up to 10-15
degrees Fahrenheit cooler than unpainted streets.218 Requiring or
subsidizing these coatings could be a simple way to promote renovations
that could reduce the warming effects of traditional asphalt and better
protect MH park residents without altering park layouts or individual
structures.
B.

Long-Term Strategies and Structural Change

Although many of the policy strategies highlighted above could help
to mitigate near-term MH heat risks, broader structural changes will be
needed to ultimately eliminate such risks over the long run. Because
213
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MHs are almost never relocated once affixed to a particular lot,219 the
primary appeal of MHs for the many Americans who live in them is not
their mobility but their very low cost. Providing attractive, affordable
alternative housing options for MH residents to coax them into more
heat-resilient housing types may be the only way to eradicate MH heat
risks as climate change drives temperatures higher in the coming
decades.
1. Reforming MH Manufacturing Standards
Although federal MH manufacturing standards are better than they
were a few decades ago, there is room for regulators to improve them
further to protect against indoor heat risks in this new climate change era.
When HUD first promulgated its federal MH manufacturing standards,
regulators seemed primarily concerned with more tangible risks like fire
prevention and structural integrity.220 Thanks to the standards’ specific
requirements, some of the acute dangers of older MHs have been
reduced.221 However, in today’s warming climate, heat waves have
become just as dangerous for MHs as any previous concerns. Despite this
increased danger, the HUD codes still allow MHs in warmer climates to
be less energy efficient than those in cooler climates.222 In other words, if
a MH is properly insulated for installation in Alaska, it can be installed
anywhere in the country. Conversely, a MH that meets the minimum
threshold to be installed in one of seven southern states would violate
HUD regulations if installed in any other state.223
In light of this discrepancy, HUD should further reform MH
manufacturing standards to more aggressively reduce indoor heat
vulnerability. Heat risks notwithstanding, HUD should consider updating
its overall energy efficiency standards more frequently.224 But at the very
219
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least, regulators should contemplate raising the minimum energy
efficiency requirements for MHs in the Sun Belt. With public acceptance
of the realities of global warming expanding, policymakers may now
have an adequate “window of opportunity”225 to draw attention to indoor
heat vulnerability risks and take specific steps to address them.
2. Holding MH Park Industry Stakeholders More Accountable
Over the long run, policy changes are needed to ensure that MH park
owners and investors bear more of the costs of the nation’s shift towards
more heat-resilient housing. Some state governments already seem to
recognize the unique and often unbalanced relationship between MH
park owners and MH park tenants by assisting tenants facing forced
relocations.226 These states have begun levying special fees on the MH
industry and earmarking revenues raised through those fees to assist the
most vulnerable MH residents. To help address the MH heat risk
problem, state governments could modify these existing programs to
create new “MH Weatherization Funds” aimed at funding the
weatherization of MHs across the country.
Collecting special annual surcharges from MH park owners based on
the number of lots owned, the assessed value of their properties, or some
other metric, could generate funds capable of doing much to advance
MH-specific weatherization efforts. MH park layouts and designs in the
Sun Belt often contribute to MH residents’ vulnerability during extreme
heat events and re-design projects or other improvements could help
alleviate these problems.227 With energy bill assistance and
weatherization funding already in short supply, generating additional
funding sources through such surcharges could be a valuable way of
accelerating efforts to improve heat resilience in MH parks. This policy
would also spread the cost of improving the most heat-vulnerable MHs
among industry stakeholders who largely have the means to provide such
assistance.228

Hathaway, supra note 167, at 642 (describing the importance of “punctuations that
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dependence).
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3. Phasing Out Mobile Homes
Although expanding assistance programs for weatherization and MH
park redesign would help improve MH heat resilience in the United
States, it would not help the millions of MH residents in homes that are
too old to cost-effectively weatherize. For these residents, replacing their
MH would often be less expensive than converting it into a heat-resilient
one.229 Relying solely on a strategy of weatherizing existing MHs would
also reinforce the current use of subpar housing in the name of
affordability.230 Accordingly, more aggressive policy approaches may be
necessary to remove the least heat-resilient MHs from the housing stock
over the long run.
Just as the Environmental Protection Agency presently imposes and
enforces vehicle emissions standards,231 HUD could impose “MH Heat
Resiliency Standards” aimed at ultimately phasing out the nation’s least
heat-resilient MH stock. HUD already promulgates nationwide MH
manufacturing standards for the safety of MH residents.232 It also sets
Housing Quality Standards, which all housing units must meet to be
included in the Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) program.233
Accordingly, HUD has both the authority and expertise necessary to
determine and ensure safe living conditions for MHs in extreme heat.
Effective and equitable enforcement mechanisms will be critical for
any plan to phase out old MHs to be successful. To enforce MH
manufacturing standards, HUD presently relies on local technicians that
may not always reliably certify homes.234 To root noncompliant MHs out
of the nation’s housing stock, HUD agents would need to regularly
inspect parks using temperature measurements or other reliable data.
HUD, or some other federal agency, would also need to provide
alternative housing options for those whose MHs are deemed
irretrievably heat-inefficient. One potential option for such replacement
housing is the HCV (commonly called “Section 8”) housing program,
which is already under HUD’s purview. If HUD were to offer MH
owners whose homes are noncompliant an automatic Section 8 voucher,
the voucher might provide recipients a smoother transition into more
229
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heat-resilient housing. On the other hand, ordering such MH residents to
vacate their existing homes could be a source of controversy that raises
its own social justice problems.
A heavily discounted, new, and more heat-resilient MH could be a
more appealing replacement housing option for some owners of very old
MHs. HUD already administers Community Development Block Grants
(CDBGs) to localities, and such funds can be used to replace outdated
MHs.235 Given the subjectively high valuations some MH residents place
on their existing homes, expanding these programs might be a more just
home-replacement option in some cases. On the other hand, this
approach would arguably reinforce the path dependency problems that
have led to the nation’s current MH indoor heat challenges, perpetuating
a model that houses millions of low-income Americans in above-ground,
semi-temporary structures.
4. Promoting and Expanding Alternatives to MH Housing
Given that MHs are the country’s largest source of unsubsidized
affordable housing236 and have grown in popularity as federal support for
low-income housing has declined, one other critical aspect of any policy
plan to reduce MH heat risks is greater investment in programs that help
MH owners transition into safer housing. Highlighting this urgency is the
increase in MH investment in the United States in recent decades running
parallel to the nation’s expanding affordable housing crisis.237 It is
therefore difficult to propose long-term solutions to MH heat risks
without addressing housing policy more generally. Some politicians and
legal scholars have argued in favor of encouraging MH development as a
means of addressing the nation’s affordable housing deficit.238 However,
See NAT’L CONSUMER L. CENTER, supra note 146, at 4 (“[U]nder the [CDBG]
program’s reconstruction guidelines funds can be used to replace existing substandard
manufactured homes with new units.”).
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238
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such an approach ignores the growing health and safety risks of MHs
highlighted in this Article.239 As global temperatures continue to rise,
policies that lean more heavily on heat-vulnerable housing strategies are
arguably a step in the wrong direction. Instead, policymakers should face
the challenge of developing and expanding safer and more heat-resilient
MH alternatives.
The recent boom in “build-to-rent” (BTR) communities240 across the
United States presents one potentially compelling alternative for MH
park residents. Unlike traditional apartments, BTRs consist of small
single-family residential structures, often with community space and
amenities—basically MH parks but with foundation-built structures
rather than MHs.241 Presumably, some MH park residents choose MHs
over renting apartments because they want more privacy, personal space,
and autonomy than apartments can provide.242 To the extent these
residents could afford rents in a BTR community, they may be open to
relocating to such a community and benefiting from superior energy
efficiency and safety against the elements. Moreover, BTR owners likely
will not be able to raise rents as drastically as MH park owners because
renters are not “chained” to their homes.243 Unfortunately, BTR homes
are not cheaper to build than comparably sized apartment
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communities.244 This means that rents in BTR communities are out of
reach for the lowest-income MH residents.245 Still, the general concepts
associated with BTRs may be helpful in designing new, more viable MH
park alternatives.
One possible approach would be for state governments to convert
some BTR units within their states into income-qualified housing or to
build new affordable housing projects based on a BTR model. The Sun
Belt has been the epicenter of BTR growth in recent years,246 so with
industry momentum behind these communities there is an opportunity to
extend this concept into the affordable housing arena.247 If state programs
were to make such BTR units available, some MH park residents might
be open to renting in an affordable BTR community with comparable
amenities and higher quality housing. Although it is true that MH owners
who make such a move would become foundation home renters, unlike
stick-built homes, most MHs depreciate in value over time. Thus, such a
move would not materially change these Americans’ capacity to build
wealth through home ownership.248 MH owners also often face purchase
loan interest rates much higher than those of real property mortgages,
making a switch to BTR potentially more tolerable.249 But still, some
MH owners likely place high subjective valuations on their homes above
their market value, meaning they may not be enticed by options to move
to BTR units or other affordable housing.250
See Gonzales, supra note 240 (“[BTRs are] not less expensive to build than traditional
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Another plausible strategy might be to subsidize affordable build-tobuy housing communities—subdivisions of small, inexpensive homes
that nonetheless protect their occupants from heat far better than MHs.
Such housing would be even more attractive for many MH residents,
providing them the practical and financial benefits of home and land
ownership but on spaces that are comparable in size to those in existing
MH parks.
Providing enough units of this type of affordable housing would
require significant government expenditures and thus may not be
practical without a substantial new funding source. MHs are massproduced in factories, benefiting from economies of scale and thus far
less expensive to construct than their stick-built counterparts.251
According to one recent estimate, the average MH costs at least
$292,600 less than a site-built home.252
On the other hand, the long-term benefits of state- and federalsubsidized single-family communities may justify investment in them in
some settings. MH communities are largely disfavored by local zoning
authorities because they generate lower property tax revenues than stickbuilt home communities and depress surrounding property values.253
Although a majority of states have enacted some form of zoning
preemption to prevent local governments from discriminating against
MH communities,254 MHs are still viewed as undesirable, so replacing
them with better alternatives could be appealing in some localities.255
The federal government and state governments could encourage the
development of affordable residential communities with very small,
single-family homes through tax credits, grants and other incentive
programs. Such incentives would have to be substantial enough to
motivate developers to price these homes in ranges that average MH
residents could afford.256
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To further support development incentives for owner-occupied
housing alternatives aimed at MH residents, the federal government
could also extend its FHA loan insurance program257 to cover mortgages
for MHs. MH residents who opted to sell their MH and purchase a home
within such communities would not only enjoy greater energy efficiency
and heat resiliency benefits; they would also be able to begin building
wealth through real estate ownership.258 Greater social integration of
these citizens and the elimination of unsightly MH parks from
neighborhoods could follow. Countering the path-dependent nature of
existing affordable housing laws and the nation’s under-regulated MH
industry, implementing these changes will be challenging. However, the
warming climate and growing heat risks borne by MH residents should
be a powerful motivation to diverge from existing policy approaches to
MH parks and begin work toward more tenable long-term solutions. As
temperatures continue to climb, future generations of low-income
Americans seeking the benefits home ownership stand to benefit from
these efforts.
IV.

CONCLUSION

For the millions of citizens across the United States who currently
reside in MHs, these mass-produced structures are an indispensable piece
of their American Dream. Unfortunately, as the climate warms, the
indoor heat risks associated with MHs are making them an increasingly
hazardous and unsustainable housing option. Because most MH residents
have neither the financial means to move their homes to cooler climates
nor the ability to upgrade to more heat-resilient structures, federal and
state governments are bearing much of the growing burden associated
with MH heat-related illnesses and death. Fortunately, there are
numerous policy strategies capable of reducing MH heat risks and the
climate injustices and social costs associated with them. In the short run,
increasing funding for and improving access to weatherization and
energy assistance programs could help many more MH residents survive
summer heat waves. Over the long run, however, governments will need
257
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to face up to the expensive challenge of spurring the replacement of the
nation’s MH parks with more heat-resilient affordable housing. Investing
in this important goal now will help to ensure that as global temperatures
rise many of the country’s most vulnerable citizens have a safer refuge to
call home.
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